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Abstract Individuals experiencing non-suicidal selfinjurious (NSSI) thoughts only are greatly overlooked by
current research. This investigation aimed at determining
how three groups of university students differed in their
reported quality of childhood relationships with parents,
and histories of physical and sexual abuses. These groups
included students experiencing only NSSI thoughts
(n = 126), students engaging in NSSI actions (n = 90),
and students exhibiting neither (n = 1,080). Results
showed that individuals experiencing NSSI thoughts only,
and those engaging in NSSI actions reported poorer relationships with parents and more physical abuse than the No
NSSI group; however, NSSI thoughts and NSSI action
groups had similar outcomes to one another for most
variables. These findings suggest that individuals experiencing only NSSI thoughts share similar negative childhood environments associated with engagement in NSSI
action and that they should be included in future research,
particularly investigations aimed at identifying protective
factors that could prevent them from engaging in NSSI.
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Introduction
Non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) is defined as the purposeful
destruction or alteration of body tissue severe enough for
tissue damage to occur, performed without suicidal intent,
using methods that are not sanctioned by society (Nixon
and Heath 2009). Research has shown NSSI to be prevalent
in both clinical (rates ranging from 38 to 67%) and community populations (rates spanning from 4 to 38%) of
college/university aged students (see Heath et al. 2009 for a
review of both populations). NSSI behaviors not only have
a significant negative impact on the physical health (e.g.,
risk of accidental death, infection; Muehlenkamp 2006)
and social well-being (e.g., social isolation, interpersonal
difficulties; Adrian et al. 2010; Whitlock et al. 2007) of
individuals engaging in them but also involve high costs to
the healthcare system (e.g., Cloutier et al. 2010). Due to
both individual and societal risks facing youth who engage
in NSSI, these behaviors have been the focus of various
research investigations over the past decade, including
those focused on identifying risk factors for the development of the behavior (see Klonsky and Glenn 2009), and on
examining the associations between important relationships
and NSSI in normative samples (e.g., Bureau et al. 2010;
Levesque et al. 2010).
Surprisingly, despite the abundance of NSSI literature,
little research attention has been dedicated to individuals
who experience the thoughts or ideations underlying NSSI
but ultimately refrain from acting on them. These individuals are of particular interest as they may be at an
increased risk for ultimately engaging in NSSI action. Of
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particular note, there is a lack of research regarding the
potential for shared risk factors between NSSI thoughts and
NSSI actions, which, logically, should be related.
Although this lack of research could be due to the distinction between thought and action inherent in the definition of NSSI itself, there are discrepancies in recent
literature suggesting that NSSI thoughts are becoming
increasingly important for understanding NSSI. Writings
regarding NSSI treatments readily acknowledge the concept of ideations or thoughts underlying the behavior
(Lynch and Cozza 2009; Nixon et al. 2009), and still other
investigations have examined how some individuals resist
acting on their self-injurious thoughts (Klonsky and Glenn
2008). Moreover, several assessment instruments recently
have been developed to include the measurement of both
NSSI thoughts and NSSI actions (e.g., The Ottawa Selfinjury Inventory, Cloutier and Nixon 2003; The Self-injurious Thoughts and Behaviors Interview, Nock et al. 2007;
The Alexian Brothers Urge to Self-injure Scale, Washburn
et al. 2010). Lastly, recent research also has compared
participants engaging in NSSI thoughts with or without
NSSI actions, showing that the NSSI thoughts with action
group reported NSSI thoughts that were more severe and of
briefer duration compared to NSSI thoughts that occurred
without actions (Nock et al. 2009). Emotional contexts of
the two variations of behavior also differed, with the
emotions reported most often with NSSI thoughts (specifically feeling worthless or sad) decreasing the odds of
engaging in NSSI action. Other emotions felt during NSSI
thoughts (fear/anxiety, feeling overwhelmed) were not
predictive of NSSI action. These results suggest that NSSI
thoughts occurring with and without NSSI action may be
inherently different and justify further research regarding
the relations between these constructs.
The current manuscript endeavours to extend Nock and
his colleagues’ investigation by addressing additional
comparisons of NSSI thoughts occurring with and without
NSSI actions. Specifically, this study compares NSSI
thoughts with or without actions based on their relative
associations with established risk factors for NSSI. Linehan’s theory (1993), regarding the role of invalidating
family environments in the development of NSSI, will be
used as a theoretical framework for this investigation.
Overall, this study strives to determine how NSSI thoughts
occurring with or without NSSI action may differ based on
characteristics of invalidating family environments.
Invalidating Family Environments and NSSI Behaviors
Linehan (1993) posited one of the most well known theories for the development of NSSI behaviors, arguing that
invalidating relationships with caregivers during childhood may influence the likelihood of engaging in NSSI
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behaviors in adolescence. Specifically, invalidating relationships with caregivers can lead to deficits in emotion
regulating and social skills. These deficits, in turn, may
increase the likelihood of the adolescent adopting negative
coping strategies, including NSSI behaviors, to deal with
distress throughout adolescence. More recently, Yates
(2004) has built upon Linehan’s theory to posit a developmental psychopathology model of NSSI in which NSSI
behaviors develop as an adaptation to trauma experienced
in childhood. Common to both theories is the notion that
NSSI behaviors develop in response to emotion regulation
deficits resulting from negative childhood interactions and
child maltreatment.
Relational Characteristics of Invalidating Family
Environments
Intuitively, relationships with invalidating caregivers are
likely to be marked by some degree of emotional and/or
physical neglect, poor overall relationship quality, and
disrupted or problematic attachment relationships. A series
of studies by Gratz and colleagues have linked NSSI
actions with lack of parental care and parental control in
undergraduate university student samples (Gratz 2006;
Gratz et al. 2002; Gratz and Chapman 2007). Similarly,
Bureau and colleagues demonstrated that university students who had engaged in NSSI action reported less
parental care and more parental control than a comparison
group of non-self-injurers (Bureau et al. 2010). These
findings, particularly those concerning lack of parental
care, are in line with other research regarding the influences of emotional unavailability and physical neglect on
the development of NSSI actions (e.g., Lyons-Ruth et al.
2009; van der Kolk et al. 1991). Research also has indicated that overall poor quality of parent–child relationships, especially parental relationships characterized by
lack of trust, poor communication, and feeling alienated
from parents, are linked with NSSI behaviors during adolescence (Hilt et al. 2008). These findings have been replicated in both high school (Yates et al. 2008) and
university aged samples (Bureau et al. 2010). Of note, a
feeling of alienation was the sole significant predictor of
NSSI action after accounting for shared variance of other
parent–child relationship variables (Bureau et al. 2010),
and was related to higher frequency of NSSI actions in a
male subset of self-injurers (Yates et al. 2008). Thus,
alienation is perhaps a better indicator of invalidating
family environments than either lack of trust or poor
communication.
Finally, research has shown that insecurity of parent–
child attachment relationships, which are more likely in
invalidating family environments, is associated with
engaging in NSSI actions (Gratz et al. 2002; van der Kolk
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et al. 1991). Past research has revealed that NSSI also is
associated with characteristics of more traumatic attachment relationships (Bureau et al. 2010). In this study,
researchers found that a sense of failed protection from
parents, fear of abandonment by parents, and anger towards
parents were associated with having engaged in NSSI; in
particular, fear of abandonment by parents was a significant
predictor of NSSI action in this investigation. Collectively,
these features are believed to underlie unresolved attachment relationships, which are marked by ‘‘relational
trauma’’ experienced in childhood relationships with parents (see Schuder and Lyons-Ruth 2004; West et al. 2000),
and would be expected within highly negative or invalidating family contexts.
Childhood Abuse and NSSI
Theories of the association between sexual abuse and NSSI
are long-standing (e.g., Noll et al. 2003; Yates 2004), and
have been supported by a number of empirical investigations (e.g., Paivio and McCulloch 2004; van der Kolk et al.
1991). A recent study by Whitlock et al. (2006) showed
that individuals who engaged in NSSI were more likely to
report a history of childhood sexual abuse compared to
non-self-injuring participants. A recent meta-analysis
(Klonsky and Moyer 2008) also demonstrated a moderate
significant relationship between childhood sexual abuse
and NSSI across 45 samples; however this association was
stronger for clinical samples than for normative samples.
Additional evidence has supported the link between physical abuse and NSSI behaviors. Green (1978) showed that
children who experienced physical abuse were at an elevated risk for engaging in self-injurious behaviors compared to those experiencing neglect or with no history of
child maltreatment. Similarly, Gratz et al. (2002) identified
a significant influence of child maltreatment in a sample of
college-aged participants, though the association was only
significant for females. Several other studies have identified similar links between a history of physical abuse and
occurrence of NSSI (e.g., Carroll et al. 1980; van der Kolk
et al. 1991). As such, having experienced sexual or physical abuse during childhood is considered a notable risk
factor for engaging in NSSI behavior later in life.
Gender Differences in NSSI
Although the bulk of NSSI research originally focused on
females in clinical samples (Gratz 2003), this has changed
in recent years with the inclusion of normative samples,
and samples comprised of both sexes. Several recent
investigations have identified different patterns of associations with risk factors between the sexes (Bureau et al.
2010; Gratz 2006; Gratz and Chapman 2007). These results
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justify additional research to determine the varying risk
factors of a variety of NSSI behaviors for both males and
females.

The Current Study
Objectives and Hypotheses
The present investigation aimed to extend the limited
understanding of the nature of NSSI thoughts, and their
relationships with NSSI actions. This study’s main objective was to identify the relative associations between
characteristics of invalidating family environments and
NSSI thoughts occurring without NSSI actions (NSSIthoughts only group) or with NSSI actions (NSSI-action
group), and those who had experienced neither NSSI
thoughts nor NSSI actions (No NSSI group). Characteristics of invalidating family environments included in comparisons were lack of parental care, parental control,
feeling alienated from parents, unresolved attachment
relationships with parents, and physical and sexual abuse
histories. Specifically, it was predicted that individuals in
the NSSI-action group would demonstrate the highest
levels for all characteristics. Further, it was hypothesized
that participants in the NSSI-thoughts only group would
report lower levels of characteristics than the NSSI-action
group, but higher levels than the No-NSSI group. These
predictions were based on past research by Nock et al.
(2009), and on the logical assumption that the severity of
risk factors should increase with the severity of NSSI
behaviors. The secondary objective of this study was to
determine if the identified pattern of group differences
would vary between the sexes. Based on previous research
findings (e.g., Bureau et al. 2010), it was predicted that the
pattern of associations would be different for males and
females, with females yielding a pattern similar to the
findings from the overall sample.
Potential Confounding Factors
Past research has shown that age (e.g., Nixon et al. 2008;
Nock 2010) and soceioeconomic status (Nixon et al. 2008)
may influence the likelihood of engaging in NSSI behaviors. Specifically, adolescents in the middle of their
adolescence, and those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are the majorities in samples of self-injurers.
Similarly, socioeconomic status (e.g., Conger et al. 2010)
and current living arrangements (e.g., at home with parents
or living independently; Bureau et al. 2010) may both
influence the reported quality of parent–child relationships.
Finally the amount of influence parental relationships hold
over subsequent well-being has been shown to vary
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between cultures (e.g., Melendez and Melendez 2010). As
such, the current study will include analyses to determine if
any of these potential confounds should be included as
covariates in the main analyses.

Method
Participants
Undergraduate students enrolled in both English and
French Introduction to Experimental Psychology courses at
a university in Eastern Ontario volunteered for participation in the study between September 2008 and December
2009. A total sample of 1,296 students (967 females)
between the ages of 17 and 25 (m = 19.29, SD = 1.40)
was recruited. The majority of participants identified
themselves as of Caucasian background (79%), followed
by Asian (6.8%), Middle-Eastern (4.6%), and Black
(4.4%); 84% of the sample had lived in Canada their entire
lives. Within this bilingual sample, 76.5% indicated their
first language as English, and the remaining 23.5% were
primarily French speaking. Most of the participants
(78.5%) reported having been raised in the same household
as both biological parents, 12.7% had lived primarily with
one parent but with regular access to the other parent, and
7.1% grew up with one parent and limited or no access to
the other. The remaining participants (1.7%) were raised by
adoptive parents, relatives or in foster homes. At the time
of participation, 45.6% of the sample was still living at
home with parents, while 54.4% were living in rented
accommodations or university residences.
The sample was split into three groups based on the
endorsement of having engaged in NSSI actions or having
experienced NSSI thoughts during the 6 months prior to
participation (see below, Instruments: Ottawa Self-Injury
Inventory). The No NSSI control group (n = 1,080; 797
females) was comprised of individuals who had neither
thought about nor engaged in NSSI; the NSSI-thoughts
only group (n = 126; 101 females) consisted of people
who had only thought about engaging in self-injury, but
who had not acted upon these thoughts; lastly, the NSSIaction group (n = 90; 69 females) was made up of those
participants who had endorsed both NSSI thoughts and
NSSI action in the past 6 months.
Procedure
Students registered in the relevant introductory psychology
classes were instructed by their professors to select from a
list of studies in which they could participate at any time
throughout the duration of their course. By selecting the
current project, students were provided with a secure
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Internet link at which they could complete a series of
online questionnaires hosted on Survey Monkey. Questionnaires could be completed at a time and location of
participants’ choosing. All participants were assigned an
anonymous 5-digit identification code by the computerized
system, which was used to label their data; no other
identifying information was collected. At the end of the
questionnaires, a two-page resource sheet describing the
city’s mental health resources was provided on screen,
instructing participants to contact these resources should
they require support following the study; this list was
accompanied by an electronic alert to print these pages for
the participants’ own records. Contact information for the
second and fourth authors, both of whom are trained in
clinical psychology, were also provided to participants.
Participating students were awarded two credits toward
their final course grade in exchange for completing the
requirements of the study. All procedures for this study
were approved by the institution’s Research Ethics Board,
and participants were treated in accordance with the
national and institutional ethical standards for human
experimentation.
Instruments
Demographic Variables
All participants completed a standard sociodemographic
questionnaire. Several items from this questionnaire were
selected for exploration as potential covariates: (1) participant age; (2) language (Francophone vs. Anglophone); (3)
socioeconomic risk (e.g., ‘‘did your family have problems
paying for basic necessities (like food, clothing or rent)?’’);
and (4) current living arrangements (e.g., ‘‘are you currently living with your parents?’’).
Non-Suicidal Self-Injury
The Ottawa Self-Injury Inventory (OSI; Cloutier and Nixon
2003) was used to determine the occurrence of recent NSSI
thoughts and actions. The OSI is a 27-item self-report
measure designed to identify the frequency of NSSI
thoughts and actions occurring in the past 6 months. The
occurrence of NSSI thoughts or NSSI actions was determined by answers to the following questions: ‘‘how often
in the past 6 months have you thought about injuring
yourself without the intention to kill yourself?’’ and ‘‘how
often in the past 6 months have you actually injured
yourself without the intention to kill yourself?’’ Responses
were rated on a 5-point scale (not at all, 1–5 times,
monthly, weekly, daily) and were further collapsed to create
two dichotomous variables representing NSSI thought and
NSSI action, with not at all ratings reflecting a ‘‘no’’
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category, and all other responses indicating a ‘‘yes’’
response for both questions. These dichotomous variables
were then combined to create the groups of No NSSI,
NSSI-thoughts only, and NSSI-action. In this step, the
NSSI-thoughts only and NSSI-action groups remained
mutually exclusive, such that the NSSI-thoughts only
group included individuals who endorsed experiencing
NSSI thoughts without NSSI actions in the past 6 months,
and the NSSI-action group was made up of participants
who endorsed either NSSI actions but no NSSI thoughts, or
NSSI actions and NSSI thoughts in the previous 6 months.
Test–retest reliability for the OSI has been previously
demonstrated (rs between .52 and .74; Cloutier and Nixon
2003).
Invalidating Family Environment: Maternal and Paternal
Care and Control
The Parental Bonding Index (PBI; Parker et al. 1979)
measures the degree to which the childhood relationship
with parents is perceived as being characterized by
maternal and paternal care and maternal and paternal
control. The PBI consists of two 25-item scales (12 care
items, 13 control items each), asking about mother and
father separately. Response options range from very like to
very unlike on a 4-point scale; scores range from 12 to 48
for the maternal and paternal care dimensions, and from 13
to 52 for the maternal and paternal control subscales.
Adequate validity and reliability for the PBI have been
demonstrated by several studies (Gotlib et al. 1988; Wilhelm et al. 2005). In the current study, the PBI showed
excellent internal consistency for the maternal care
(a = .93), and paternal care (a = .93) dimensions, and
good internal consistency for the maternal control
(a = .85) and paternal control (a = .85) scales.
Invalidating Family Environment: Unresolved Attachment
The Adolescent Unresolved Attachment Questionnaire
(AUAQ; West et al. 2000) assesses the dimensions of
failed protection, anger, and fear of abandonment stemming from the parent–child relationship. These dimensions
are thought to reflect a lack of resolution concerning the
childhood relationship with parents, and were developed by
West and colleagues based on characteristics of the unresolved state of mind classification of the Adult Attachment
Interview (George et al. 1986). The AUAQ is a 10-item
self-report scale measuring one’s current perceptions
regarding the childhood relationship with parents, particularly focusing on the degree of resolution achieved in
experiences where the parent(s) renounced their caregiving
role(s). The failed protection dimension indicates the
degree to which the parent was perceived as having been
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unavailable during times of need, the anger dimension
demonstrates the degree of dysfunctional anger experienced in response to caregivers’ failure(s) to respond to
child’s needs, and the fear of abandonment dimension
targets the degree to which the child feared being abandoned by the parent(s). Ratings are given on a 5-point
Likert scale, with higher scores indicating higher unresolved attachment ratings for each subscale. Due to high
inter-correlations between the subscales (rs ranging from
.62 to .71) a composite AUAQ score, calculated by summing subscale totals, was used in the current study to
represent overall unresolved attachment issues within the
parent–child relationship. Total scores range from 10 to 50,
with higher scores indicating more unresolved attachment.
Good test–retest reliability, internal consistency, and discriminant and convergent validities have been previously
demonstrated for the AUAQ (Bureau et al. 2010; West
et al. 2000). Internal consistency for the current study was
excellent for the scale total (a = .92), and good for all
subscales separately, with Cronbach alphas of .90 for failed
protection, .83 for anger, and .81 for fear.
Invalidating Family Environment: Alienation
The Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment (IPPA;
Armsden and Greenberg 1987) measures the quality of
participants’ relationships with parents and peers based on
the degree to which the relationship is characterized by
trust, communication, and alienation. For the current
investigation, only those items pertaining to feelings of
alienation from parents were of interest, following Linehan’s theory (1993). The IPPA-parent is a 28-item selfreport measure using a 5-point Likert scale from ‘‘almost
never or never true’’ to ‘‘almost always or always true.’’
Eight of these items (e.g., ‘‘I don’t get much attention at
home’’) are summed to yield the alienation subscale.
Scores for this dimension range from 8 to 40, with higher
scores indicating greater feelings of alienation from parents. The IPPA has shown strong test–retest reliability and
convergent validity (Armsden and Greenberg 1987; Lopez
and Gover 1993). For the present study the IPPA showed
good internal consistency for the alienation dimension
(a = .86).
Physical Abuse
A sociodemographic questionnaire item, ‘‘how often have
you been hit or beaten by one or both of your parents?’’
was used to assess a history of physical abuse. Response
options included never, sometimes, often, very often, and I
don’t know. These answers were transformed to create a
dichotomous variable, with answer of never comprising the
‘‘no’’ category, and sometimes, often, and very often
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making up the ‘‘yes’’ category; cases with an I don’t know
response were omitted from this process and from all
analyses (n = 9). In the current sample 22.9% of participants reported having experienced physical abuse at the
hands of their parent(s).
Sexual Abuse
The Sexual Abuse History (SAH) subscale of the Personal
Relationships Profile (PRP; Straus et al. 1999) was used to
assess the occurrence of sexual abuse in childhood, experienced at the hands of parents or others. The SAH subscale
is calculated based on responses to 8 self-report items
assessing the occurrence of sexual abuse during childhood
and adolescence (e.g., ‘‘before I was 18, an adult in my
family made me look at or touch their private parts (sex
organs), or looked at or touched mine’’). Items are
responded to on a 4-point scale ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree. Scores range between 8 and 32,
with higher scores indicating a greater severity of sexual
abuse history. Internal consistency for the SAH subscale
for the current study was moderate (a = .75); similar
internal consistency has been previously indicated for the
SAH subscale (Straus and Mouradian 1999). Based on the
guidelines laid out by Straus et al. (1999), z-scores were
calculated for SAH scores, showing that 10.5% of the
current sample reported sexual abuse histories that could be
considered severe, being one or more standard deviations
above the mean (5.5% with z C 2.0).

Results
Preliminary Analyses
Covariates
Language (Francophone vs. Anglophone), age, current
living arrangements (with or not with parents) and socioeconomic risk were investigated as potential covariates.
Chi-square analyses showed that none of the variables
differed between the NSSI groups (v2s: 3.08–4.79, ps: .09–
.22). Similarly, an ANOVA showed that age did not differ
significantly between the three groups (F(2,1508) = .27,
p = .77). Potential covariates were then related to the
dependent variables in the study. A series of MANOVAs
for each assessed covariate showed multivariate differences for language (Pillai’s trace: F(7,1305) = 7.04,
p \ .001), current living arrangements (Pillai’s trace:
F(7,1305) = 5.10, p \ .001), and socioeconomic risk
(Pillai’s trace: F(7,1305) = 11.30, p \ .001). Specifically, French participants reported higher paternal control (F(1,1311) = 6.55, p \ .05) and lower alienation
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(F(1,1311) = 17.64, p \ .001), than English participants;
participants who currently lived with their parents reported
greater maternal control (F(1,1311) = 20.00, p \ .001)
and paternal control (F(1,1311) = 5.41, p \ .05), and
greater unresolved attachment (F(1,1311) = 10.11, p \
.01) than those living away from home; and participants
from families with socioeconomic difficulties reported less
maternal and paternal care, more maternal and paternal
control, greater unresolved attachment, greater sexual
abuse history, and greater alienation from parents than
participants who were not at socioeconomic risk
(Fs(1,1311): between 9.60 and 56.14, ps \ .001). Finally,
Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated
between age and each of the dependent variables. Age was
only weakly related to parental care (r = -.12, p \ .01)
and to sexual abuse history (r = .06, p \ .05), so was not
included as a covariate. In sum, language, current living
arrangements and socioeconomic risk were all included as
covariates where possible in subsequent analyses.
Frequencies of NSSI Thoughts and NSSI Actions
Descriptive analyses were run separately for both NSSIthoughts only and NSSI-action groups to determine the
frequency of NSSI behaviors. The majority of participants
in the NSSI-thoughts only group (83.6%) reported experiencing NSSI thoughts 1–5 times in the past 6 months, 7.5%
experienced these thoughts monthly, and 8.9% experienced
NSSI thoughts on a weekly basis. Within the NSSI-action
group, 74.8% reported engaging in NSSI action 1–5 times
in the past 6 months, 12.1% reported NSSI action occurring monthly, 6.5% engaged in NSSI action on a weekly
basis, and 6.5% reported daily NSSI actions throughout the
previous 6 month time period. Further, 63.6% of the NSSIaction group reported experiencing 1–5 NSSI thoughts in
the past 6 months, 15% reported monthly NSSI thoughts,
12.1% indicated these thoughts occurred weekly, and 9.3%
had experienced NSSI thoughts on a daily basis.
Group Differences in Invalidating Family
Environments
Relational Characteristics of Invalidating Family
Environments, Sexual Abuse History
A MANCOVA including the covariates discussed above
was used to determine group differences for maternal and
paternal care, maternal and paternal control, alienation,
unresolved attachment, and sexual abuse histories (see
Table 1 for correlations between dependent variables).
Multivariate results indicate significant group differences (Pillai’s trace, F(14,2570) = 9.45, p \ .001, partial
g2 = .05). Even after accounting for influences of
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Table 1 Correlations between dependent variablesa included in the MANCOVA
1. Maternal care
1.

2. Paternal care

–

2.

.48***
–

3.

3. Maternal control

4. Paternal control

5. Alienation

6. Unresolved
attachment

7. Sexual
abuse history

-.42***

-.28***

-.56***

-.46***

-.30***

-.26***

-.39***

-.49***

-.33***

-.19***

.47***

.40***

.23***

.14***

.32***

.29***

.16***

.45***

.24***

–

4.

–

5.

–

6.

–

.20***

7.

–

n = 1,296. All correlations were calculated using Pearson’s r with pairwise deletion of missing data
*** p \ .001
a

Maternal care and control, paternal care and control measured by the PBI; alienation measured by the IPPA-parent; unresolved attachment
measured by the AUAQ; sexual abuse history measured by the PRP-SAH

language, current living arrangement, and socioeconomic
risk, all univariate tests from the MANCOVA were significant, except for paternal control (see Table 2). Finally,
as shown in Table 2, Tukey’s LSD tests demonstrate that
the No NSSI group presented the best outcomes compared
to both the NSSI-thoughts only and the NSSI-action groups
on the majority of variables, except for paternal control and
sexual abuse history (absolute value of significant mean
differences ranging between .79, p \ .05 and 5.31,
p \ .001). Specifically, the No NSSI group demonstrated
significantly more maternal and paternal care, less unresolved attachment, and less alienation from parents compared to both NSSI-thoughts only and NSSI-action groups.
No other significant differences were found for these
variables. In contrast, the NSSI-action group reported significantly higher severity of sexual abuse history than
participants in the other two groups, with no other group

differences for sexual abuse history. Additional details are
included in Table 2.
Physical Abuse History
A chi-square analysis was used to determine group differences in experiencing physical abuse during childhood.
Significant differences between the three groups were
found, v2(2) = 29.45, p \ .001. To determine the specific
differences in reports of experiencing physical abuse,
adjusted residuals associated with the expected counts of a
‘‘yes’’ response were assessed. The No NSSI group was
significantly less likely than expected to have experienced
physical abuse (z = -5.3). Moreover, both the NSSIthoughts only and NSSI-action groups were significantly
more likely than expected to have experienced physical
abuse (NSSI-thoughts only: z = 3.0; NSSI-action: z = 4.3).

Table 2 Between-subjects effects for group differences in invalidating family environment variables and sexual abuse history
Measuresa

No-NSSI (C)
n = 1,080
Adj. mean (SE)b

NSSI-thought (T)
n = 126
Adj. mean (SE)b

NSSI-action (A)
n = 90
Adj. mean (SE)b

Between-subjects
effects (F)

Significant group
differencesc

Maternal care

41.46 (.21)

38.82 (.63)

38.33 (.74)

14.84***

T, A \ C***

Paternal care

38.16 (.25)

36.04 (.72)

35.10 (.85)

9.07***

T, A \ C**

Maternal control

27.42 (.21)

27.60 (.63)

31.02 (.74)

10.78***

C \ T, A***

Paternal control

25.53 (.22)

25.08 (.63)

27.20 (.75)

Alienation

17.19 (.18)

21.53 (.54)

22.50 (.64)

55.79***

C \ T, A***

Unresolved attachment

18.88 (.26)

21.68 (.75)

22.30 (.89)

12.00***

C \ T, A***

9.25 (.09)

9.55 (.25)

10.35 (.29)

6.83**

C***, T* \ A

Sexual abuse history

2.71

N/A

* p \ .05; ** p \ .01; *** p \ .001
a

Maternal care and control, paternal care and control measured by the PBI; Alienation measured by the IPPA-parent; Unresolved attachment
measured by the AUAQ; Sexual abuse history measured by the PRP-SAH

b

Means were adjusted based on the inclusion of language, current living arrangement, and socioeconomic risk as covariates

c

As indicated by post-hoc Tukey’s LSD tests
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Gender Differences
Relational Characteristics of Invalidating Family
Environments, Sexual Abuse History
A MANOVA was calculated separately for males and
females, to determine if the identified patterns of differences
between the three groups varied between the sexes. Results
for females were similar to the overall findings, with
multivariate differences between groups (Pillai’s trace:
F(14,1910) = 8.04, p \ .001, partial g2 = .06), and all
univariate differences significant (Fs: 7.30–45.45, ps: .001–
.01), except for paternal control (F(2,961) = 2.89, p = .06).
Simple effects followed the same pattern of group differences as found in the overall analyses (absolute significant
mean differences: 1.28–5.71, ps: .001–.05). Multivariate
results for males were also significant (Pillai’s trace:
F(14,628) = 2.78, p \ .01, partial g2 = .06), with only
maternal care, maternal control, unresolved attachment, and
alienation significant at the univariate level (Fs between 3.06
and 11.15, ps between .001 and .05). Males in the No NSSI
group reported less unresolved attachment and alienation
than those in both NSSI-thoughts only (respective mean differences = -5.10, -4.76, p \ .01, .001) and NSSI-action
groups (respective mean differences = -3.78, -3.95, p \
.05, .01). Moreover, males in the No NSSI group reported
more maternal care and less maternal control than those in the
NSSI-thoughts only group (respective mean differences = 3.27, -3.84, p \ .05, .05); no other simple effects
were found. Paternal care, paternal control, and sexual abuse
history did not differ significantly between the groups for
males (Fs between .32 and .53, ps between .59 and .73).
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et al. 2009). Engaging in NSSI behaviors places adolescents
at increased risk for both social difficulties and physical
injuries, and frequently co-occurs with other mental health
problems, such as depression and anxiety (Ross and Heath
2003). Many of these co-occurring problems can endure
through adulthood, even after NSSI behaviors have ceased.
Traditionally, the role of NSSI thoughts has been overlooked
in the literature, despite their logical association to NSSI
actions, but researchers recently have demonstrated an
increased interest in studying these thoughts (e.g., Cloutier
and Nixon 2003; Klonsky and Glenn 2008; Nock et al. 2007;
Washburn et al. 2010). Most notably, Nock et al. (2009)
suggested the possibility for NSSI thoughts occurring with
or without NSSI actions to be characteristically distinct
based on the intensity of the thoughts and the emotions
experienced with them. Despite the important implications
of Nock and colleagues’ findings (2009), and the general
increase in empirical interest regarding NSSI thoughts, a
great deal remains unknown regarding the developmental
trajectory of these thoughts. The current study compared
features of invalidating family environments between individuals endorsing NSSI thoughts with actions, those experiencing NSSI thoughts without actions, and those who had
experienced neither NSSI thoughts nor NSSI actions. Specifically, maternal and paternal care, maternal and paternal
control, unresolved attachment, feeling alienated from parents, and physical and sexual abuses were compared
between these three groups. Overall, the findings from this
study have important implications for the study of NSSI
thoughts and actions, and offer a great contribution to the
limited existing literature concerning NSSI thoughts.
Frequencies of NSSI Thoughts and NSSI Actions

Physical Abuse
Two separate chi-squares, one for each sex, were used to
determine differences in reports of physical abuse between
the three groups. Both chi-squares were significant (females:
v2(2) = 15.55, p \ .001; males: v2(2) = 8.35, p \ .05).
Examination of adjusted residuals indicated that both males
(z = -2.9) and females (z = -3.5) in the No NSSI group
were less likely than expected to report physical abuse. For
males, the NSSI-thought only group was more likely than
expected to have experienced physical abuse (z = 2.3),
while for females the NSSI-action group was more likely to
report childhood physical abuse (z = 3.6).

Discussion
NSSI behaviors are a serious mental health concern primarily affecting adolescents (see Nock 2010), and occur in
4–38% of college/university aged populations (see Heath
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Preliminary results showed that the majority of individuals
in both the NSSI-thoughts only and NSSI-action groups
had experienced NSSI thoughts 1–5 times in the past
6 months. Moreover, most participants in the NSSI-action
group also reported having engaged in NSSI actions 1–5
times during the previous 6 months, but more participants
in this group endorsed frequent NSSI thoughts (e.g.,
weekly or daily) than reported frequent NSSI actions.
Although there is no past literature with which to compare
the frequency of NSSI thoughts in the NSSI-thoughts only
group, previous research has similarly found that selfinjuring participants reported more daily NSSI thoughts
than daily NSSI actions (Nixon et al. 2002).
Group Differences for Invalidating Family
Environment Characteristics
Results from this set of analyses demonstrated that the NSSIthoughts only and NSSI-action groups did not differ from
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one another for maternal and paternal care, maternal control,
unresolved attachment, and feeling alienated from parents.
Further, both of these groups demonstrated poorer outcomes
than the No NSSI group for these variables. Similarly, both
the NSSI-thoughts only and NSSI-action groups were more
likely than expected to have experienced physical abuse.
Although these findings do not support the specific hypothesis of the current study, which predicted that the NSSIaction group would report worse outcomes than the
NSSI-thoughts only group, they are perhaps not surprising.
Given Linehan’s theory regarding the development of negative coping strategies (1993), such as NSSI in response to
invalidating family environments, it is likely that an individual who thinks about engaging in NSSI as a coping
strategy, whether or not they ultimately engage in the act,
would have experienced a negative family environment
similar to individuals who engage in NSSI actions. However,
there likely remain some other features inherent in individuals who experience NSSI thoughts but refrain from acting
upon them, which may provide further differentiation. One
possibility comes from research regarding the pain analgesia
hypothesis, which posits that at least some individuals who
engage in repetitive NSSI action report a limited pain
response to the injury (Nock and Prinstein 2005), and in
response to painful stimuli in general (Russ et al. 1992). Thus,
individuals experiencing only NSSI thoughts may resist
acting upon these thoughts based on a heightened worry of
experiencing pain compared to those engaging in NSSI
action, despite their shared childhood family environments.
It is also possible that individuals experiencing NSSI
thoughts without actions are able to create a mental representation of NSSI vivid enough to experience emotional
relief, without needing to engage in NSSI action. Similar to
therapies using in vivo techniques, in which individuals
create mental representations vivid enough to change their
affective states, it is possible that some individuals experiencing NSSI thoughts can create mental images of NSSI
that are sufficient in altering their feelings of distress,
without having to act on their thoughts of self-injury.
Finally, individuals experiencing only NSSI thoughts may
have access to a greater number of positive coping alternatives compared to those who endorse NSSI action. As
such, although they experience thoughts about self-injury,
they are able to implement alternative positive coping
strategies in response to the triggering stimuli, rather than
acting on their self-injurious thoughts. In terms of the
relational components addressed in this study, perhaps
these individuals have developed meaningful, validating
relationships with peers or romantic partners, which
increase their social support network and minimize the
influence of negative parental relationships, thus allowing
them to avoid engaging in NSSI actions. Additional
research is necessary to investigate these possibilities.
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Analyses for sexual abuse histories followed a different
pattern, with the NSSI-action group reporting more severe
sexual abuse histories than both the NSSI-thoughts only
group and No NSSI group. The association between NSSI
actions and sexual abuse has been well documented by past
literature (e.g., Whitlock et al. 2006), and these findings
suggest that the experience of sexual abuse may be a tipping point characteristic of invalidating environments,
which may increase the likelihood of ultimately engaging
in NSSI action. As postulated by Cross (1993), victims of
sexual abuse, who have experienced severe bodily and
psychological trauma from this abuse, may develop a sense
of detachment from their bodies. In turn, this detachment,
or body dissociation, could increase the risk of engaging in
NSSI action. These individuals may use NSSI action as a
means of changing their psychological pain into the more
controllable experience of physical pain, thus reverting
their attention back to their bodies. Alternatively, individuals who did not experience sexual abuse, would not
develop body dissociation based on this theory, thus
decreasing their likelihood of engaging in NSSI action,
despite possibly experiencing thoughts of NSSI. The current findings regarding sexual abuse history suggest support for this conjecture, though additional research is
required in order to confirm these ideas.
The general pattern of group differences also varied for
analyses regarding paternal control, which were not significant. Although these results seem contradictory to past
research (e.g., Bureau et al. 2010), which has found associations between NSSI behaviors and parental control, the
current study assessed parental control separately for
mothers and fathers, while past research has utilized
composite scores. As such, the present findings suggest that
control from fathers may not be as significant a factor in the
development of NSSI behaviors as is maternal control, and
other aspects of father care.
Gender Differences in Characteristics of Invalidating
Environments
All main analyses were also conducted separately for males
and females to determine if patterns of association differed
between the sexes. Results for females followed the same
pattern as those for the overall sample, but the pattern of
results varied for male participants. For males, no group
differences were found for paternal care and control, or for
sexual abuse history. These findings are in line with past
research that has shown that different associations are
evident between males and females in NSSI research (e.g.,
Bureau et al. 2010; Gratz 2006; Gratz and Chapman 2007;
Gratz et al. 2002; Laye-Gindhu and Schonert-Reichl 2005),
and may indicate distinct developmental trajectories for
NSSI behaviors in males and females. Moreover, existing
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literature has shown that sexual abuse occurs (or is reported) at lower frequencies for males than females (e.g.,
Moore et al. 2010; Rojas and Kinder 2009), which may
account for the failure to differentiate between male NSSI
groups based on reported sexual abuse histories. Although
these findings may truly suggest that the influences of
paternal care and control and sexual abuse history are not
important factors in the etiology of NSSI behaviors in
males, they should be interpreted cautiously based on the
small samples sizes associated with males in both the
NSSI-thoughts only and NSSI-action groups.
Limitations
Despite the important findings of this research, the present
study was not without its limitations. First, a cross-sectional approach was utilized, rather than following participants longitudinally, creating challenges in determining
the predictive nature of the variables assessed. Second, the
use of retrospective questionnaires in the assessment of the
quality of parent–child relationships, which are designed to
assess the relationship during childhood, are subject to the
risk that current relationship problems or intrapersonal
troubles of the participant may taint their perspectives of
the past. As such, reports of the quality of childhood
relationships may not be truly accurate depictions of the
past relationship. Third, the experience of physical abuse
was assessed by responses to a sociodemographic question.
This being said, the rate of physical abuse identified in this
study is in line with what would be expected from a population of university aged students, especially where NSSI
has been identified (Gratz and Roemer 2008; Higgins and
McCabe 2001). Thus, assessing physical abuse via a validated, multi-item measure would likely only strengthen
these results. A final limitation of the current study concerns the measurement of NSSI thoughts and NSSI action,
as only thoughts and actions occurring in the previous
6 months were assessed in this study. Without a lifetime
measure of NSSI thoughts or actions, it is not possible to
know if the participants who indicated only NSSI thoughts
would ultimately act upon their thoughts. However, recent
research has shown the age of onset for NSSI action to be
between 12 and 14 years (see Rodham and Hawton 2009
for a review), so it is less likely for individuals in this
study, who were on average 19.37 years old, to initiate
NSSI action at this point in their lives. Additional research
is needed to expand upon the current findings.
Future Research Directions and Clinical Implications
Additional research should be conducted to better understand individuals who experience NSSI thoughts, and their
association to individuals who endorse NSSI action. In
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particular, longitudinal research designs should be implemented in order to identify factors, if any exist, that may
escalate NSSI thoughts into NSSI actions. Moreover, longitudinal research would be able to more clearly define the
groups of NSSI thoughts with or without NSSI action, after
following participants over a period of time. Future
endeavours should focus on the potential for individuals in
these two groups to differ based on pain thresholds or level
of pain responses, the success with which their emotions
are altered by in vivo mental representations, or the
availability of alternative positive coping strategies.
Additional research concerning all these variables and
more is needed to further understand the complexities and
commonalities between NSSI thoughts and NSSI actions.
In sum, further research exploring how individuals who
experience NSSI thoughts with or without NSSI actions
differ can offer additional insight into potential prevention
or early intervention treatment strategies for NSSI
behaviors.
Results from the current study also carry important
clinical implications. Most importantly, the current study
suggests that individuals who experience only NSSI
thoughts are likely to have endured negative, damaging
relational experiences during childhood, similar to those
reported by individuals who have engaged in NSSI actions.
Clinical assessment and treatment models should
acknowledge the potential for the experience of NSSI
thoughts in adolescents reporting these types of early
experiences. Moreover, these individuals should be considered at risk for NSSI action or other psychopathology,
even if only NSSI thoughts are reported at the time of
assessment. Any treatment provided to these adolescents
should not only address their maladaptive thought patterns,
but should also focus on behavioral prevention of possible
future NSSI action in these individuals.

Conclusions
The current study provides important findings regarding the
nature of both NSSI thoughts and actions, and will aid in
the development of preventative and early intervention
strategies to treat both behaviors. Specifically, results from
the current study indicate that NSSI thoughts occurring
with or without NSSI actions share a number of risk factors
associated with invalidating family experiences during
childhood. These findings are especially noteworthy given
the general lack of past literature concerning NSSI
thoughts. Self-injurious thoughts, whether occurring with
or without NSSI actions, are likely to be extremely distressing to the adolescent, and may be indicative of additional underlying problems (e.g., family problems,
experiences of physical abuse, difficulties in emotion
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regulation), which could lead to further distress or psychopathology throughout adolescence and beyond.
Although this study suggests that NSSI thoughts and action
do not differ based on family based risk factors, the
assessment of experiencing only NSSI thoughts should not
be overlooked. The experience of such thoughts may be a
significant risk factor for future NSSI action, or for other
negative psychological outcomes, and are likely extremely
distressing to the individual. Just as a clinician should
never overlook an adolescent experiencing suicidal
thoughts, thoughts of engaging in NSSI should similarly be
a cause for concern. Results from the current study and
from future studies in this area will help promote the
importance of NSSI thoughts in the study and treatment of
NSSI in general, potentially helping to minimize the number
of adolescents who ultimately engage in NSSI action.
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